Coordinated multipoint (CoMP) joint transmission (JT) can save a great deal of energy especially for cell-edge users due to strengthened received signal, but at the cost of deploying and coordinating cooperative nodes, which degrades energy efficiency (EE), particularly when considerable amount of energy is consumed by nonideal hardware circuit. In this paper, we study energyefficient cooperation establishment, including cooperative nodes selection (CNS) and power allocation, to satisfy a required data rate in coherent JT-CoMP networks with non-ideal power amplifiers (PAs) and circuit power. The selection priority lemma is proved first, and then the formulated discrete combinatorial EE optimization is resolved by proposing node selection criterion and deriving closedform expressions of optimal transmission power. Therefore, an efficient algorithm is provided and its superiority is validated by Monte Carlo simulations, which also show the effects of non-ideal PA and the data rate demand on EE and optimal number of active nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the energy efficiency (EE) of wireless networks has drawn much research attention because energy consumption is growing rapidly and will soon reach intolerable levels with the evolution of information and communication industry [1] , [2] . Through joint and coordinated schedule, the coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission is a technology designed to increase cell coverage and improve spectral efficiency (SE) of wireless networks or, alternatively, save notable amounts of energy, especially when serving cell-edge users [3] , [4] . Joint transmission CoMP (JT-CoMP), one of the most promising CoMP techniques, can be characterized by simultaneous transmission from multiple cooperative nodes to a single user with fully data and control information exchange [5] . As a result, it can achieve better performance compared with other technologies. There are two methods for JT-CoMP, i.e., coherent and non-coherent transmission, where the coherent JT-CoMP is more attractive since it reaps coherent combining gain that strengthens received signal quality as well as decreases spatial interference [6] . Therefore, we mainly study the optimal cooperation establishment, including cooperative nodes selection (CNS) and power allocation, to maximize the EE in coherent JT-CoMP networks.
In practice, the CNS is the key and fundamental problem that needs to be resolved firstly when designing the cooperation establishment scheme. It is known that when interference created outside the cluster of cooperative nodes is neglected, the SE maximization is obtained when the number of cooperative nodes is as high as possible. And when out-of-cluster interference is considered, the capacity of the JT-CoMP networks saturates after surpassing a maximum number of cooperative nodes [7] . To the best of our knowledge, the EE optimal CNS in JT-CoMP networks has not been studied properly so far, not to mention the coherent transmission scheme.
For a single user, more cooperative nodes involved in JT-CoMP can reduce transmission power due to larger received signal power and less interference [7] , but at the cost of deploying more hardware infrastructures and coordinating these nodes, which both cause more energy consumption [8] . This cost becomes more serious in practice, where the power amplifiers (PAs) are always non-ideal, whose efficiency varies nonlinearly along with the output transmission power [9] . For example, quite large power consumption independent with the transmission power will be consumed by envelope-tracking PA (ETPA) [10] , [11] . Therefore, the EE of the system can be improved significantly if the best tradeoff between its benefit and cost is achieved. Our main objective is to study the EE optimal resource allocation with consideration of this trade-off, which has never been discussed in the existing literatures.
In this paper, we propose energy-efficient CNS and power allocation in coherent JT-CoMP networks satisfying a required data rate with non-ideal PAs and circuit power. The EE maximization, which turns out to be a discrete and continuous mixed combinatorial optimization, is resolved in three steps, corresponding to the proposed CNS and power allocation (CNS-PA) scheme.
Simulations are conducted to validate the superiority of our proposed scheme as well as the effect of non-ideal PAs. Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
• Considering ETPA and circuit power, the joint CNS and power allocation scheme is proposed to optimize the EE of coherent JT-CoMP networks. • The selection priority lemma is proved and the closed-form expressions of optimal transmission powers are derived, based on which the node selection criterion is demonstrated to maximize EE. • Simulation results verify the superiority of the proposed scheme and reveal that less cooperative nodes can obtain better EE under ETPA and circuit power.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In the considered JT-CoMP networks, single-antenna transmission nodes (TNs) are independently distributed over the researched rectangular area ( 1 × 2 ) according to a two-dimensional spatial homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) with density of . Without loss of generality, a common single-antenna receiver, e.g., the user equipment (UE), located at the origin (0, 0) ∈ ℝ 2 is studied, which is assumed to be served by cooperative TNs, denoted by ℳ, being able to provide the strongest signal power. With a required data rate dl , the TNs transmit the same information symbols towards the common receiver in every periodical time frame duration . Moreover, these cooperative TNs can share all the information and are connected through highspeed and low-latency backhaul links, e.g., optical fibers, with perfect time-frequency synchronization.
Considering large scale path loss and Rayleigh fading, the block fading channel model is used to characterize the complex channel gain between TN and the receiver, denoted by ℎ . It is assumed that the channel information is detected and estimated at the receiver perfectly and then transmitted back to its corresponding TN. Therefore, the real-time channel state information (CSI), including both amplitude {|ℎ |} and phase information { ∠ℎ }, is available in JT-CoMP transmission, which together with data can be exchanged through backhaul links among ℳ without error and delay.
is the system wireless bandwidth and the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receiver has zero mean and variance = 0 , where 0 is the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise.
A. System Capacity
Within the time frame duration , the desired information is transmitted to the common receiver by ℳ with transmission power (≥ 0) respectively. It is noted that = 0 means TN is in idle mode and do not take part in transmission. Therefore, the received signal at the receiver can be expressed as
where = ( ) is the copy of the information symbol that TN transmits using the weighting factor . Note that
And out is out-of-cluster interference with power out , which is created by other TNs outside ℳ. For simplicity, out is modeled by AWGN for average performance.
In this paper, coherent transmission scheme is considered, which needs amplitude and phase information related to the channel on all cooperative TNs. In the coherent JT-CoMP networks, the phase compensation is made first before joint transmission since the ideal real-time CSI can be obtained. Therefore, the weighting factor = − ∠ℎ for coherent JT-CoMP scheme, based on which the achievable downlink data rate of the receiver can be given by
B. Practical Energy Consumption
ETPA is considered in this paper, since it will introduce quite large energy consumption independent with the transmission power, which deteriorates the EE significantly [10] , [11] . The total power consumption at TN can be presented by [12] Ψ ETPA ( ) = + max,
where max, and max, are maximum output power and maximum PA efficiency of TN , respectively [10] , [11] . For simplicity, it is assumed the ETPA equipped at all TNs are the same and with identical parameters. It is clear that the ideal power amplifier (IPA) is a special case of ETPA by letting = 0.
The circuit power consumption can be further decomposed into static and dynamic components. The static component base is constant and depends on the hardware (to drive hardware), whereas the dynamic component = ⋅ dl represents the power consumption for signal processing blocks, e.g., analog and digital signal processing, and depends on the actual downlink data rate dl where coefficient is the power for transmitting a data bit [13] . Therefore, the total power consumption for transmission of TN can be given by
The power consumption in idle mode, denoted by idle , is assumed to be constant, i.e., independent of dl .
C. Optimization Problem Formulation
The EE is defined as the ratio between the number of overall data bits transmitted and the total energy consumed by all nodes, denoted by total , within the duration [10] , [11] , as given by
which indicates that given the required downlink data rate dl , maximizing is equivalent to minimizing the total power consumption, denoted by total .
It is assumed that there are¯(≤ ) active TNs and the other ( −¯) TNs are in idle mode. Therefore, the EE maximization problem can be formulated as
For optimal solution of (P1), dl = dl is achieved by reducing transmission powers { } until the data rate constraint is taken. It is clear that the maximum achievable data ratem ax is reached only when all the¯active TNs transmit with the maximum power. Ifm ax < dl , there is no feasible solution, i.e., the following constraint must be satisfied, as given by
where Ψ −1 denotes the inverse function of (3).
To solve problem (P1), we need to find out the optimal number of active TNs, denoted by¯ * , and figure out which¯ * TNs are selected, as well as their optimal transmission powers * . It is obvious that (P1) is a discrete combinatorial optimization but even with continuous optimization variable, which is hard and nontrivial to resolve by the standard optimization methods.
III. EE OPTIMIZATION UNDER ETPA
In this section, we solve the nontrivial combinatorial optimization problem (P1) under ETPA, which can be divided into three subproblems.
A. The Selection Priority
Selecting optimal active TNs from the cooperative cluster relies on the channel conditions and their impacts on the total power consumption in our considered situation. It is obvious that there is a selection priority for different TNs, where the better TN has a higher priority to be selected. It is seen that only the channel coefficients are different among these TNs due to the same ETPA parameters we assumed, based on which the following lemma about the selection priority is presented as Lemma 1: Under ETPA and circuit power, the acti-vated¯ * (≤ ) TNs have the better channel coefficients |ℎ |, ∈ {1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,¯ * }, compared with other idle ( −¯ * ) TNs for the optimal EE, as given by
Proof: Firstly, it is assumed that this lemma does not establish and there is a optimal selection result, called Type I, where a TN whose channel coefficient is better than one active TN is in idle mode. Without loss of generality, the former TN is assumed as TN ( ∈ {1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,¯ * }) and the latter one is TN ( ∈ {¯ * + 1,¯ * + 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , }), where |ℎ | > |ℎ |. Then, another selection result, called Type II, can be constructed by replacing TN with TN , while other (¯ * − 1) active TNs remain unchanged. According to our assumption, Type I is more energy-efficient than Type II.
Considering the constraint of fixed required data rate, Type I and Type II must reach the same dl , based on which, according to (2), the following relationship must be satisfied, as given bȳ *
It can be obtained that < due to |ℎ | > |ℎ |, therefore, Type II consumes less energy according to the objective function in problem (P1), i.e., Type II is more energy-efficient than Type I, which is contradict to our first assumption; in other words, the opposite of our assumption is established, i.e., the optimal¯ * active TNs have the best channel coefficients among the cooperative cluster.
Remark:
The lemma can resolve the subproblem of which TNs should be involved in the joint transmission for optimal EE if the optimal¯ * is known.
According to Lemma 1, the optimal¯ * TNs have the best |ℎ |, ∈ {1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,¯ * } compared with other idle TNs. Therefore, we sort the TNs among the cooperative cluster in descending order of |ℎ |, denoted by S, which can be given by
and the active¯ * TNs are the first¯ * TNs in S.
Following Lemma 1, we can formulate the optimal transmission power for all active TNs for any given¯, where Lemma 1 is ensured for the TNs selection priority; in other words,¯TNs with larger channel coefficients are selected, while others are in idle mode.
B. The Optimal Power Allocation
In this subsection, given a certain¯, we explore the subproblem of the optimal transmission power allocation for the involved TNs in JT-CoMP networks. By substituting (3) and (4) into (P1), the objective function ETPA of problem (P1) can be formulated, as given by
For this fixed case of the original problem (P1), the EE optimal power allocation for these¯TNs can be obtained, as presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Under ETPA and circuit power, for optimal EE,given a certain¯, the optimal transmission power of TN ( ∈ {1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,¯}) must meet the following formula, as given by * =
Proof: The Lagrange function that combines the objective function and data rate constraint of (P1) is
where ETPA is the Lagrange multiplier. According to Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, ∂ 2 ℒETPA ∂ 2 = 0 should hold simultaneously for all active TN in any optimal solution of the problem. Therefore, the following relationship must be verified for all , as given by * = ETPA 2 max, |ℎ | 2 ,
where
By substituting (10) into the data rate constraint dl = dl , ETPA can be resolved consequently, as given by
Combining (10) and (12), it is clear that > 0 if only dl > 0. Moreover, the optimal transmission power * at TN is proved to be the form of (8) .
Remark:
The theorem can illustrate the optimal transmission powers of the given¯TNs involved in joint transmission in coherent JT-CoMP networks, based on which a new EE optimization problem with optimal transmission power allocation can be formulated.
By substituting (8) into (7) , the new reformulated EE optimization problem, only depending on the number of active TNs¯, can be obtained, as given by
Given¯, the overall power consumptionĒ TPA can be calculated via the objective function of (P2).
C. The Cooperative TNs Establishment
It can be seen that the reformulated problem (P2) is a discrete optimization where the objective function is different for every¯. In order to find the optimal solution, we need to calculate the overall power consumption ETPA for all possible¯, which is very complicated and impractical, especially when is large. Moreover, it is obvious that the optimal number of active TNs * has no closed-form expression. Therefore, the extra TN selection criterion is introduced here for anyt o accomplish the cooperative TNs establishment easily, which is described as follows.
Theorem 2: Under ETPA and circuit power, given¯, the additional TN (¯+ 1) will be activated for optimal EE if and only if the following condition satisfies
Proof: For a given¯, the extra TN (¯+ 1) will be divided into active TNs for energy saving if +1 ETPA <Ē TPA , i.e.,¯+ 1 ETPA −Ē TPA < 0, which can be reformulated as
And then (13) can be obtained through mathematic simplification and transformation.
Remark:
The theorem can determine how many TNs are in active mode for achieving optimal EE in coherent JT-CoMP networks.
Applying Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, the cooperative TNs establishment can be achieved by several judgments of (13) . Specifically, with the help of Lemma 1, sequence S with descending order of all the TNs is first obtained, based on which the EE optimal active TNs can be then established by using Theorem 2, where the optimal active TNs are the first¯ * TNs in sequence S.
IV. ALGORITHMIC IMPLEMENTATION
In our considered situation, the EE optimal cooperation establishment can be achieved by utilizing Lemma 1, Theorems 1 and 2. Firstly, descending sort the TNs according to their channel coefficients |ℎ | and get a sequence of these TNs. Then let¯= 1 and traverse the obtained sequence one by one to check whether (13) is satisfied. If it is satisfied,¯⇐¯+ 1 and continue this process, otherwise end this process and let¯ * =¯. After this checking process, the optimal active TNs are the first¯ * TNs in the sequence. Finally, applying Theorem 1, the optimal transmission powers of these active TNs can be formulated via (8) . Therefore, the CNS-PA algorithm is proposed, as summarized in Algorithm 1, which has linear computational complexity in terms of , i.e., ( ).
Algorithm 1 CNS-PA algorithm
1: Estimate all channel conditions and feedback ℎ ; 2: Descending sort the TNs according to |ℎ | to form a sequence of these TNs. And then¯⇐ 1; 3: Check whether (13) is satisfied; 4: if (13) is satisfied then 5:¯⇐¯+ 1 and turn to Step 3; 6: else 7:¯ * ⇐¯; 8: end if 9: Calculate the optimal transmission powers * for these¯ * TNs according to (8); 10: The first¯ * TNs in S transmit with power * , while other TNs are all in idle mode.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to validate our proposed CNS-PA scheme in coherent JT-CoMP networks with ETPAs and circuit power. The simulation parameters are specified in TABLE I with reference to [9] - [12] . Besides the proposed CNS-PA scheme, some other schemes are simulated for comparison purpose, as described by • All nodes scheme: All TNs are in active mode with uniform power allocation. • All nodes and PA scheme: All TNs are in active mode with optimal power allocation. • Single node scheme: Only one TN with best channel condition is in active mode. • CNS scheme: Select the optimal active TNs but with uniform power allocation. Fig.1 and Fig.2 compare the EE performance between ETPA and IPA with different required spectral efficiency dl / . It is clearly observed that our proposed CNS-PA scheme will attain optimal EE compared with other schemes both under ETPA and IPA. It also can be seen power allocation is a valid method to promote EE since Fig. 3 . The optimal number of active TNs versus the required spectrum efficiency (bps/Hz) with circuit power in CNS-PA scheme.
the schemes with power allocation are all better than these without. Comparing the two subpictures, a conclusion is drawn that ETPA degrades the EE significantly due to much more extra energy consumed in power amplifier. Furthermore, the curves under ETPA first ascend in low data rate region and then decrease eventually, while under IPA these curves decrease directly without increment. The explanation is that the circuit power and extra power consumed by ETPA are independent with data rate and will deteriorate EE. Under lower data rate demand, these power consumptions dominate the total power consumption compared with transmission power and this part of EE will rise with the increase of data rate. However, when the data rate demand is high, transmission power will play the bigger role among total power consumption and EE generally decreases with the growth of data rate due to the exponentially increasing nature of transmission power with respect to data rate. Fig.3 illustrates the optimal number of active TNs in CNS-PA scheme under ETPA and IPA, respectively. It is observed that more TNs will be selected with the increase of data rate requirement, which is because the transmission power will increase exponentially and it is much more larger than the circuit power and extra power consumed by ETPA. At this time, more TNs need to be involved to reduce transmission power even if it introduces more circuit power and extra ETPA power. And it is known that due to much more extra energy consumption introduced by ETPA, less TNs are involved under ETPA to reduce this part of power consumption, which is also the reason why the gap between CNS-PA and all nodes and PA scheme is bigger under ETPA in Fig.1 , especially in low data rate region.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, considering ETPA and circuit power, the energy-efficient CNS and power allocation scheme with data rate demand is proposed in coherent JT-CoMP networks. By establishing the selection priority lemma to reveal the optimal condition of CNS, the optimal cooperative TNs, whose powers can be calculated via the derived closed-form expressions, are selected according to the proposed selection criterion. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to verify the superiority of our proposed CNS-PA scheme and show the effect of the circuit power and ETPA on the EE performance.
